
Looking for a  
Radiography Elective Placement?  
Whether it’s for a few days or a few weeks,  
Alliance Medical can provide a high quality,  
hands on elective placement for you.

Interested? Book your placement today.

The right choice for you…
• Europe’s leading provider of imaging services
• Within 1 hour from your home or university
• Choose from MRI, or PET-CT
• Working in 60 units across the UK
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Welcome to Alliance Medical

Who are we?

What can Alliance Medical offer for your elective placement? 

⊲  We are Europe’s leading imaging provider and have been established for over 25 years. We perform over 
2 million scans a year, across more than 10 countries. We have a network of 600 radiologists in the UK and 
we operate over 60 static services and over 50 mobile scanners

⊲  NHS accounts for c.80% of UK business
⊲  We scan c.290,000 NHS patients per year
⊲  We employ 400+ Radiographers/Clinical Technologists.

What can Alliance Medical offer for your placement? 

Alliance Medical consistently support radiographers and clinical technologists in training and offers a flexible 
range of elective placements to ensure you can find one that suits your aspirations. 

Our placements will help you develop real ‘world of work’ skills and contacts within our network of radiographers 
and clinical technologists; it also allows us to meet and encourage dedicated and talented radiographers and 
clinical technologists at the start of their career.

Our placements

We offer experience in MRI or PET-CT within our static and our mobile units, and other diagnostic specialist 
services, such as CT are also available on request. 

MRI placements 

Introduction to MRI
⊲ Basic MRI principles and safety
⊲ Patient preparation and safety
⊲ Patient positioning
⊲ Overview of equipment and coil handling
⊲ Image quality - Brain, knee and spine
⊲ Procedures and protocols.

PET-CT placements 

Introduction to PET-CT
⊲ Basic PET-CT principles and safety
⊲ Patient preparation and safety
⊲ Patient positioning
⊲ Radiation safety
⊲ Isotope production & Bio-distribution of the tracer
⊲ Overview of equipment
⊲ Procedures and protocols.

Where are Alliance Medical?

Stay near, go far...

With over 60 sites across the UK and Europe 
you’ll be sure to find a placement that’s close 
to your home or university. We estimate that 
we’ll have a site within 60 minutes from you.

Static units

Mobile units

For more information about Alliance 
Medical and our site location visit 
alliancemedical.co.uk

Your elective placement may include:
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How to apply

It’s so easy to apply for an elective placement with us – 
simply email your request to graduate@alliance.co.uk.

Our dedicated team will put you in contact with the manager of your chosen site to discuss 
your requirements and process your request as quickly as possible.

In your email, tell us:

• Where you would like to be based (static or mobile)
• Your preferred dates for the placement - we can offer anything from 1day to a full week
• If you are a 2nd or 3rd year student.

Future careers with Alliance Medical

Your time with Alliance Medical doesn’t have to end once you have completed your placement.  
We highly recommend and encourage students to consider our NEW graduate scheme, which 
offers an excellent starting salary with employee and career benefits. 

You would need to apply to the scheme during your 3rd year, so why not take a look at the full  
details at inside.alliancemedical.co.uk.

Interested? Book your placement today!

For more information about Alliance Medical and  
our site location visit alliancemedical.co.uk

graduate@alliance.co.uk

/alliancemedicalltd

alliancemedical.co.uk

@alliancemedica1


